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Get well, Crabby!Get well, Crabby!

by Jonathan Fenske
When Crabby gets sick, Plankton is determined to play doctor and
take care of his friend, even if Crabby does not want the help--until
Crabby realizes that he can get Plankton to do all of his household
chores

Bok's giant leap : one moon rock's journey through time and spaceBok's giant leap : one moon rock's journey through time and space

by Armstrong, Neil
A special moon rock named Bok recounts how its life began on
Earth until he is hurtled into orbit during the creation of the Moon,
where he watches the developing planet change from afar until he

is brought back to Earth by a strange creature.

TTraining dayraining day

by Raúl the Third
Wrestling star El Toro finds support and motivation from coach
Kooky Dooky on a practice day when he feels less than inspired.

Creature FCreature Features : Oceaneatures : Ocean

by Natasha Durley
From fantastic fins to shiny shells, from giant squid to glowing
jellyfish, this eclectic collection of species celebrates the diversity
of sea creatures. And with something to look for on every page,
it's guaranteed to inspire and fascinate budding
oceanographers.
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Aaron SlaterAaron Slater, illustrator*, illustrator*

by Andrea Beaty
When Miss Greer asks each child in the class to write a story,
second-grader Aaron, who loves to draw but struggles with
reading, creates a story using pictures

Doggo and Pupper*Doggo and Pupper*

by Katherine Applegate
Declared boring by the cat of the house, a routine-oriented
Doggo is dismayed by the messy antics of newcomer Pupper,
who returns obedient, but decidedly unhappy, from puppy-
training school.

YYasmin the explorer*asmin the explorer*

by Saadia Faruqi
When Yasmin's father explains to her about explorers and
maps, Yasmin decides to make a map of her neighborhood
and she brings it along on a trip to the farmers' market with
her mother--but will the map help her when they are
separated?

Can you tell an alligator from a crocodile?*Can you tell an alligator from a crocodile?*

by Buffy Silverman
Looks at the ways that alligators and crocodiles are different, as
well as how they are similar, looking at their physical features,
behavior, and where they live

The first blade of sweetgrass : a Native American storThe first blade of sweetgrass : a Native American storyy

by Suzanne Greenlaw
In this Own Voices Native American picture book story, a
modern Wabanaki girl is excited to accompany her grandmother
for the first time to harvest sweetgrass for basket making.
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I'm on it!I'm on it!

by Andrea Tsurumi
A Goat, who likes to lead and be followed by his friend Frog,
jumps and hops on, alongside, inside, over, around and under
an incrementally riotous assortment of objects.

The shark bookThe shark book

by Jenkins, Steve
This magnificent celebration of one of the world’s oldest
species explores the lives, habits and types of sharks, which
have captured our imaginations and astonished us for
thousands of years.

Super sleepover! : Super SleepoverSuper sleepover! : Super Sleepover

by Cale Atkinson
In the second adventure of the ghost and boy duo, Simon and
Chester, the two best friends head to Chester's first sleepover
party

Message in a bottle*Message in a bottle*

by Victoria Kann
A message in a bottle containing a riddle leads Pinkalicious
and Molly on a pinktastic mystery-solving adventure.

Kitty and DragonKitty and Dragon

by Meika Hashimoto
When Kitty looks for the perfect home, she makes an unlikely
best friend--Dragon! Kitty and Dragon is a lovable early reader
series about finding true friendship when you least expect it.
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